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ABOUT THE RESILIENCE OF THE EXHIBITION INDUSTRY
By Mohammed Alhussaini
Executive Consultant
Since the early beginning of the year 2020, the global economy
and the financial markets are severely affected. Significant
reductions in income, disruptions in the transportation, services
and manufacturing industries, a substantial rise in unemployment
and bankruptcy are among major economic consequences of the
COVID19- pandemic.
Appropriate governmental protective measures banned large
gatherings and set restrictive procedures for international
travels, making it impossible to organize any serious exhibition.
Accordingly, experts reported for the 2nd, 3rd and last quarter of
the year 2020, an all-time low for Exhibition industry performance.
Approximately %70 of the Exhibitions were cancelled and %30
adjourned, sometime sine die. Few organizers experienced digital
or hybrid shows with limited results.
On July 20th, 2020, UFI - The Global Association of the Exhibition
Industry published a press release predicting the industry revenues
to drop by two thirds on average, by end of 2020. A significant
misfortune handled courageously by exhibition organizers. The
UFI Report outlines that “the impact of the COVID19- pandemic
on the exhibition industry is severe. Despite gradual reopening
in many parts of the World, many companies in the exhibition
industry face huge revenue drops and profit loss. This also impacts
all participants who sign contracts on the show floor.”
As we know the pivotal role played by our industry in economic
prosperity, we have stood resilient, from the commitment that
exhibition should continue to be the bridge-platform for investors,
innovators, producers, sellers, buyers, services and engineering
providers, technology developers, intermediaries and retailers
from various economic sectors, looking for the best B2B occasion
to launch new products, expand their business network, get
valuable market insights, create potential business leads, meet
with decisions-makers, develop new trade opportunities, network
with Industry professionals, prospect Joint-venture & technology
transfer chances, benefit the know-how of leading experts …
Within the frame of the Saudi Vision 2030, our industry will
continue to attract valuable investors and promote economic
diversification of the Kingdom, taking advantage of the strategic
location of Saudi Arabia, “an epicenter of trade and the gateway
to the World”.
The Saudi Exhibition industry in general and REC in particular stand
as a rock to face future challenges in bringing back exhibitions
and trade shows to normal and better serve the Saudi economic
prosperity.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

THE RED SEA PROJECT

THE WORLD’S MOST AMBITIOUS REGENERATIVE TOURISM PROJECT:
The vision comes progressively to reality
On 10th February 2021,
His Royal Highness Prince
Mohammed bin Salman,
Crown Prince - Chairman of
The Red Sea Development
Company (TRSDC), has

launched
stunning
natureinspired designs for Shurayrah
island – the gateway to The Red
Sea Project, a visionary ‘Coral
Bloom’ plan that will protect
and enhance Shurayrah Island’s
pristine natural environment.
The Red Sea Project, which
covers an archipelago of 90
undeveloped islands between
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the cities of Umluj and Al Wajh
on the west coast of Saudi Arabia,
is a luxury tourism destination
that will set new standards in
sustainable development and
position Saudi Arabia on the
global tourism map. The project
will be developed over 28,000
km2 of pristine lands and waters
along Saudi Arabia’s west coast
and includes a vast archipelago
of more than 90 islands. The
destination
also
features
mountain canyons, dormant
volcanoes, and ancient cultural
and heritage sites. The project
includes
hotels,
residential
properties, leisure, commercial

and entertainment amenities, as
well as supporting infrastructure
that emphasizes renewable
energy and water conservation.
Activity for the first phase of
development, which focuses
on enabling the infrastructure
to support future work, is
well underway. A marine
infrastructure contract awarded
in July 2019 includes the
construction of a 3.3 km crossing
to Shurayrah (the main hub) and
development has begun at the
Coastal Village, which will be
home to around 14,000 people
who will work at the destination.

John Pagano, TRSDC’s CEO said:
“We expect guests to be awed
by what they see when they first
arrive at The Red Sea Project,
enjoying a truly immersive
barefoot luxury experience.
The Coral Bloom designs, taking
inspiration from the incredible
flora and fauna found uniquely
in Saudi Arabia, promise to make
that vision a reality.”
“Shurayrah Island is the gateway
to The Red Sea Project so it’s
important that it sets the standard
in groundbreaking architecture
and sustainable design, not
just for our destination, but
globally too. This is achieved by
going beyond simply protecting
the environment, to applying
a regenerative approach,” he
added.

uninhibited, while creating a
sense of mystery for guests as
the island slowly reveals itself.
The hotel designs have also been
responsive to the changing World
and traveler demands over the
last 12 months. There will be no
internal corridors for example, in
response to a growing demand
for space and seclusion following
the
coronavirus
pandemic.
The resorts themselves will
be created using lightweight

materials with a low thermal
mass and manufactured offsite,
meaning more energy efficient
construction and less impact on
the environment.
The Red Sea Development
Company is committed to
delivering a 30 percent net
conservation benefit by 2040.
It is creating the World’s largest
district cooling plant powered by
renewable energy 24 hours a day
to facilitate efficient centralized
cooling across the destination.

There will be 11 hotels on
Shurayrah, operated by some
of the most distinguished
hotel brands in the World. The
island’s natural landscape will be
used to dramatic effect with all
hotels and villas nestled within
the landscape. The absence of
high-rise buildings will ensure
the spectacular vistas remain
7

The Red Sea Project has already
passed significant milestones
and work is on track to welcome
the first guests, most probably
by end of 2022, when the
international airport and the
first four hotels will open. The
remaining 12 hotels planned in
phase one will open in 2023.
In the second half of February,
The Red Sea Project has revealed
very astounding images of the
currently named
Ummahat
AlShaykh Hotel 12, a resort
designed by British architecture
studio Foster + Partners. The
dream progressively comes to
reality. Upon completion in
2030, The Red Sea Project will
comprise 50 resorts, offering
up to 8,000 hotel rooms and
around
1,300
residential
properties across 22 islands and
six inland sites. The destination
will also include luxury marinas,
golf courses, entertainment and
leisure facilities.

SAUDI BUILD 2021
15-18 November 2021
Riyadh International Convention and Exhibition Centre

Secure your booth to …
• Experience the most prosperous Building and Construction Showcase platform
• Prospect Saudi new infrastructure projects
• Meet with potential decision-makers, investors and potential partners

Contact us
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF

THE RED SEA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT HAS STARTED

End of January 2021, work
started on building the Red Sea
International Airport designed
by the British company Foster +
Partners. It will almost exclusively
serve tourists visiting The Red
Sea tourism development, which
is located nearby and will include
a ring-shaped hotel on stilts
above the Red Sea and a resort
built among the Saudi Arabian
sand dunes designed as well by
Foster + Partners.

pods that are arranged radially
around a central drop-off and
pick-up space. every pod will
contain a departure lounge that
will have spas and restaurants.
Between the pods, spaces filled
with greenery will be created

for the first stage of the arrivals
process. Each of the five pods
can be operated independently
as a “mini terminal”, meaning that
parts of the airport can be shut
during periods of low demand to
reduce energy usage.

The design of all facilities
is amazingly futurist and
innovative, using cuttingedge concept. According to
the momentous technical
description of the project by Tom
Ravenscroft, editor of Dezeen,
departure lounges will be placed
in dune-like pods. The form of
the airport was inspired by the
desert that surrounds it. Visuals
show a series of five dune-like
9

According to Gerard Evenden,
head of studio at Foster +
Partners, speaking in 2019 when
the project was first unveiled,
“The Red Sea International
Airport has been envisaged as
a gateway to one of the most
unique resorts in the world
and an integral part of the
visitor experience,” … “Inspired
by the colours and textures
of the desert landscape, the
design seeks to create a calm
and luxurious journey through
the terminal and will become a
transit hub for visitors coming in
by both land and air.”
Two wings extending from either
side of the main terminal will
contain the airport’s ancillary
spaces including hangers,
logistics bags and baggage
handling facilities. According to
the studio, this configuration will
reduce the overall envelope and
energy demand in comparison
to standard stand-alone ancillary
buildings.
The terminal’s roof shells will
extend from the building to
shade both the landside and
airside areas of the airport. The
10

studio announced that “The
overall form of the terminal
building has been designed to
protect the internal environment
from solar gains and therefore
substantially reduce the overall
energy demand for cooling in the
building through self-shading,”
said the studio.
“Daylight has also been
considered with most of the
glazing facing north allowing for
increased daylight penetration
without compromising solar
performance.”

Along with the main terminal
building, a runway and dedicated
seaplane runway, as well as three
helipads, are under construction
at the site. Set to complete
end of next year, the airport
has been designed to serve
one million tourists each year,
with a schedule of domestic
and
international
flights.
Furthermore, the location of The
Red Sea International Airport is
within eight hours of 80% of the
world’s population.

THE EUROPEAN PLAN

TO DEVELOP DIGITAL VACCINATION CERTIFICATE
A GOOD NEWS FOR THE EXHIBITION INDUSTRY
Since the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic, fragmented
travel regulations and restrictions
globally is a foremost barrier for
international exhibitions and
professional events to resume
business.
Welcoming the European Council
plan to develop digital vaccination
certificate, the European Exhibition
Industry calls upon European
Union’s Tourism Ministers, meeting
at their virtual extraordinary
session on 1st March 2021,
under the presidency of Portugal,
to coordinate approach to lift
restrictions for mobility such as
quarantines and travel bans, and
strongly endorses a fast-track
development of a digital health
certificate.

re-establish overseas travel with
the same standards.

trade fairs and business events
for safe and seamless experience.

European Union wide and
globally compatible digital health
certificates will be a key tool to
re¬establish confidence among
travelers, freedom of movement
and rebuilding connectivity. Such
application should be of use to
the entire travel and hospitality
chain and include specifically

Simultaneously, increasing and
speeding-up vaccinations combined
with cost-effective rapid testing
and intelligent tracing solutions,
will foster both the protection of
health and enable travel within
Europe and worldwide.

Experts from the European
Exhibition industry stressed the
need for global coordination of
criteria for risk and measures to
11

EVENTS RESTRICTIONS
COULD BE LIFTED SOON IN UK
UK Prime Minister announced
that most restrictions on events
could be lifted by 21 June, 2021.
However, some events may
be permitted to go ahead with
restricted capacities, with up to
1,000 people or 50% capacity
permitted from 17 May.
Addressing the House of
Commons on February 22nd
2021, Boris Johnson revealed
his roadmap out of lockdown,
which he said was contingent on
“data, not dates”. However, he
also hinted that testing could be
needed in order for large events
such as exhibitions and trade
fairs to take place, but did not
specify any further details.
Ahead of the provisional 21
June start date, which the Prime
Minister stressed would only be
given the go ahead seven days
12

in advance subject to infection
rates, further pilot events
would be run.. Boris Johnson
said “We will pilot larger events
using enhanced testing with the
ambition of the further easing of
restrictions in the next step.”
“With appropriate mitigations
we will aim to remove all legal
limits on social contact, on
weddings, and on other life
events”, emphasize UK Prime
minister.
From 17 May, indoor events
for up to 1,000 people will be
permitted, or 50% capacity, with
up to 4,000 permitted at outdoor
events. Up to 10,000 may be
permitted in seated outdoor
environments, such as stadiums.
No particular detail has been
given regarding exhibitions and
trade fairs, which are considered

amongst the pillars of the British
economy.
Most restrictions on meeting
people outdoors, up to a limit of
30, will be lifted no earlier than
17 May. At this point, theatres,
concert halls and hospitality
venues will be allowed to reopen,
as well as fans being allowed to
return to stadiums. Capacity
limits will apply depending on
the venue’s size, the prime
minister noted.
The prime minister said that four
reviews would be taking place
to more accurately plan for the
wider reopening. The reviews
include specific certification
aimed to help venues reopen
safely, and the safe return of
major events.

SALIC

SIGNS JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT
WITH MINERVA
On February 16th, 2021, Saudi
Agricultural
and
Livestock
Investment Company (SALIC),
a joint stock company owned
by the Public Investment Fund,
has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Brazilian
livestock Company Minerva
Foods to establish a joint venture
in Australia for the processing
and export of red meat. This
important agreement matches
the ambitious SALIC’s mission
which is to promote food security
in the Kingdom by investing in a
series of sustainable agricultural
projects in any part of the World.

countries around the world, is one
of the largest meat production
companies in South America and
the second-largest exporter in
Brazil. SALIC first bought into the

Minerva business in 2015 when
it acquitted a 19.95 percent
stake. In September 2020, SALIC
announced an increase in its
shares in Minerva Foods from

Minerva Foods, producing
annually 1 million tons of livestock
exported to more than 100
13

South America, maximizing sales
25.5 percent to 33.83 percent.
opportunities and operating
1992
in
Minerva was founded
and operates 25 slaughterhouses synergies, reducing risks and
and three processing plants in contributing to our strategy
South America, with revenues of consolidation in the animal
amounting to 19 billion Brazilian protein export market,”
reals ($3.54 billion) during the 12
SALIC pointed out that the
months ending June 30, 2020.
Memorandum of Understanding
comes within the framework
has
Established in 2012, SALIC
been operating in the agricultural of its strategy to focus on two
investment basic commodities which are
livestock
and
sector and its strategic goal is grains and red meat in Australia.
to secure imports for essential SALIC also mentioned that it’s
food commodities, as part of fully owned subsidiary Australian
the Kingdom’s food security Meridian Farms complements
with Minerva Foods’ intention
strategy.
to expand its investments
Red meat presents one of the also by increasing its sales
most important basic food opportunities and reducing risks
commodities targeted by SALIC, to its operations in the field of
taking into consideration that red meat.
the Kingdom’s import of red
meat amounts to about 400,000 Australia is one of the largest
countries in the world in terms
tons annually.
of the volume of livestock and
According to Minerva Foods the largest exporter of processed
official statement, “The company meat to the Middle East and
believes that Australia uniquely Saudi Arabia.
complements our operations in

ABOUT SALIC
Saudi Agricultural and Livestock
Investment Company (SALIC),
owned by the Public Investment
Fund of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, is specialized in
agricultural investment and
livestock production. SALIC
seeks investment opportunities
in countries that welcome
foreign investment and enjoy
comparative advantages.
It is universally agreed that
agricultural production and
distribution sectors benefit
from value-added investments.
SALIC’s investments contribute
agricultural
enhancing
to
improving
and
production
efficiency as well as developing
competencies in the agricultural
investment chain. They also
contribute to the provision
of targeted food supplies
and the company is working
their
implement
to
hard
into
enter
to
strategy
ambitious
partnerships with governments,
companies and communities.
SALIC is willing to invest locally
and globally in upstream to
downstream in agribusiness,
livestock
farming,
from
post-harvest
production,
technologies including seed
and food processing, storage,
logistics, sales and marketing
of commodities such as wheat,
barley, soybean, corn, green
fodder, Sugar, edible oil,
seafood, red meat, poultry , rice,
powdered milk … just to name
few.
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ANALYSIS

Housing market in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
By: Sumeera Iqbal & Shaden Alhamoud
The infrastructure and construction
industry is a critical pillar of the
government’s plan to boost
Saudi Arabia’s non-oil economy.
The Kingdom’s construction
industry is amongst the largest in
the Gulf region, with more than
$825 billion worth of planned
and unawarded projects.
With the increasing focus from
the private and public sector and
the ongoing project’s initiatives,
the development will continue
to grow in line with Vision 2030.
Saudi Arabia is undertaking a
large-scale economic overhaul,
which has seen private and
public sector companies focus
on reforms, further supporting
Vision 2030. Under this, the
government is planning Saudi
Arabia’s economic, educational
reforms with the aim of
16

innovating and diversifying the
Kingdom’s landscape.
Saudi
Arabia’s
residential
property market is anticipated
to see an increase in demand
for rental houses. the Kingdom
has invested in various projects
to fulfil the need in the market.
According to parsons.com, the

Kingdom is working towards an
ambitious plan to help provide
up to 500,000 housing units
throughout at a planned cost of
roughly 500 billion Saudi Riyals.
In order to develop residential
solutions and achieve the goal
of increasing homeownership
by Saudi Arabian nationals to

6,544,310 square meters. The
price is starting at SR 645,750
with monthly installments of SR
2,152.
The “Nabd Qirwan” project is
one of “sakani” program projects
which is located in a strategic
and vital location north of
Riyadh. Located between the
Olaya streets and King Abdulaziz
Road, this project includes 4358
units under construction with
modern designs varied between
apartments and town houses
with price starting from 276,000
SAR. A total area of more than
1.3 million square meters, with a
modern architectural style.
Jeddah Tower is one of the
largest projects with a value of
6.75bn SAR and an estimated
height of 1km. The 200-floorplus building will feature more
than 750 residential units,
serviced apartments, and 3,190
parking spots alongside 60
elevators.

70% by 2030, the Saudi Arabian
housing ministry announced a
plan to build roughly 19,500
residential units for its nationals,
under the ‘Sakani’ housing
development program.

projects in Riyadh, offering
5,968 villas and is located east
of Riyadh within a total area of

Omrania project is a part of
the Ministry’s program “land &
loan” aiming at increasing market
supply of small residential plots
zoned for detached single family
houses of 26 new residential
communities in the western
region of the Kingdom, with
a total land area of 45 million
square meters. This project will

Prominent housing and
infrastructure projects in the
Kingdom
The kingdom is working on
many projects seeking to
diversify its economy, improve
infrastructures
and
living
standards. The residential villa
project at “Bawabat Al Sharq”
is one of the largest residential
17

accommodate the Saudi way
of life and provide reliable and
sustainable infrastructure.
What is the Kingdom’s growth
strategy for housing and
infrastructure?
The Housing Vision Realization
Program main objective is to
provide housing solutions that
helps enable Saudi households
to own or benefit from housing
according to their needs and
financial capabilities, as well as
improve the housing conditions
and the sector for the current
and future generations.
The Vision 2030 housing program strategy includes defining

housing policy in alignment with
other national programs, increasing access to funding and reduce
funding cost, benefiting from
lands and units at appropriate
sites, developing supply side capabilities, creating communities,
and providing comprehensive
services, operational improvement, and finally to strengthen
the foundation of the real estate
sector.
The Kingdom will be achieving
its goals through the provision
of suitable and guaranteed
financing solutions, increasing
the supply of housing units at
reasonable prices within a quick
time frame by reducing the ratio

between the average unit price
and average annual per capita
income to 5 times, implementing
programs specialized in securing
housing for the underprivileged
segment of the society and
increasing the percentage of
home ownership among Saudi
citizens to 70%, developing
and improving the legislative
and operating environment for
the housing sector. Maximizing
the sector’s impact on the
overall economy; enhancing its
attractiveness to the private
sector, developing, and raising
the local content to 63% all
help benefit from the potential
mortgage
opportunities
by
raising the total mortgage loans
to 502 Billion SAR. This will
lead to job creation, and further
strengthening of the Kingdom’s
economy.
In order to boost mobility in
the government is investing in
expanding the transportation
infrastructure
through
city
infrastructure projects, such as
the $22.5 billion Riyadh Metro
and Riyadh Rapid Bus Transit
System. Technology adoption
will continue to transform
construction
delivery.
The
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monthly payments, provide
comprehensive insurance for
units, protect parties, and resolve
real estate disputes.

use of prefabricated building
techniques, such as those used
by the Ministry of Housing
with 3D printing, reduces the
construction time, provides
consistency, improves quality
and is less labor intensive than
traditional techniques whilst
adding agility and addressing
continued demand (Deloitte
Middle East). Saudi Arabia’s
infrastructure and construction
industry continues to be driven
by technology adoption, dynamic
approaches to construction
delivery and implementation
of new operating standards,
which further fuel infrastructure
and construction growth in the
country.

Some of the initiatives:

ETMAM is for projects with a
total area exceeding 44 million m²
approved and provides permits
to help enabling developers to
better manage projects and meet
financial obligations expedited.

Wafi is for 50 billion SAR ongoing
projects to reduce capital cost to
motivate developers and protect
consumers from developer
insolvency.

How are initiatives
contributing to the vision
2030?
Since the announcement of the
Saudi Vision 2030, many housing
initiatives have contributed
significantly to the development
of the Kingdom’s real estate
market. Digital transformation
has also played a critical role
in simplifying the property
buying process. Saudi Arabia has
launched a rental price index
to help increase regulation and
transparency in the residential
real estate industry.

Saudi Real Estate Refinance
Company (SRC) provides liquidity
support through securitization
of loan portfolios to international
investors, strengthening the
financial sector through the issue
of local bonds, and addresses
the incompatibility between
long term interest rates to assist
beneficiaries.
Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority
help to achieve more flexibility
in lowering the first instalment
(from 30% to 15%) monetary
policies to aid in the increase
of market liquidity (decrease
risks of real estate guarantees
from 100% to 75% and work on
increasing the rate of reduction).
Provides direct coordination
between SAMA and Ministry of
Housing to facilitate the issue of
new financial products.

Sumeera Iqbal
Mullak Union is more than
540 residential and commercial
associations established. This
initiative
helps
encourage
citizens to buy units, raise the
market value of property, and
Increase the efficiency of the
utilities sector.

Head of Research,
Maxwell Stamp KSA
siqbal@msksa.sa

Shaden Alhamoud
Ejar help Register approx. 4000
real estate brokers, facilitate

Research Associate,
Maxwell Stamp KSA
salhamoud@msksa.sa
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INTERVIEW

THE GUEST: Dr. GIOVANNA CARNEVALI
International Expert in Architecture and Urban Planning
Giovanna Carnevali is an Program Coordinator of “Urban Giovanna has developed her
established
PhD
Architect,
Strategic Designer Consultant
specialized in Architecture and
Urban Development that links
client’s needs to the architectural,
digital, social, economic, legal
issues by teaming up the
necessary professionals.
Since October 2018, she is the
Executive Director of Urban
Planning in a huge Saudi project.
She has been formerly the
head of international Projects
Developments at Strelka KB
(Moscow
2015-2018)
and

Sciences” at IaaC, Institute
of Advanced Architecture in
Barcelona (2017-2018).
Giovanna
is
the
former
Director of the Mies van der
Rohe Foundation (Barcelona)
where she managed European
Union Prizes for Contemporary
Architecture: Mies van der Rohe
Award together with DG Culture
of European Commission.
From 2017, she is listed
amongst Experts for Culture and
Architecture of the Directorate
General for Culture of the
European Commission.

practice in prestigious offices
as OMA, Giancarlo de Carlo,
Joan Buquets, Josep Mias. She
has also developed numerous
architecture and urban planning
projects in Europe as a founder
of Self Arquitectura slp, among
which are numerous winning
competitions in Italy and Spain.
She has been lecturing in
different places among these
stand out: MoMa, Biennale of
Venice, Biennale of Shenzen, TU
Delft, IaaC Barcelona, Moscow
Urban Forum and European
Commission.
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Andrew Lippett
I am sure on a professional note
the readers want to ask you
how did you find the jump to
Saudi Arabia?
Dr. Giovanna Carnevali
My experience in Saudi Arabia
started in October 2018, when I
was called to work together with
my previous boss, the Deputy
Mayor of Barcelona ( We have
been working together for 4
years until 2015) who started to
work in KSA a couple of months
before I arrived. So, it happened
by chance. Meanwhile I was
working in Moscow.
You bring with you a great deal
of international experience
in urban and town planning;
what would you say is the
most significant aspect of
infrastructure in Saudi Arabia.
I keep saying to the people who
have never visited the Kingdom,
that Saudi Arabia is a “secret
country”. This is an incredible
opportunity to be an active part
of 2030 vision, because now-adays this opportunity is unique
in the world: the enthusiasm, the
passion and the will to become
a world reference in terms of
liveable cities is incomparable
with the rest of the world. So
this is the right country to plan
and experiment the impact
of digital technology, artificial
intelligence, climate change and
sustainability and it is changing
the way we design the cities in
the 21st and 22nd centuries.
Starting with the places where
we work, we eat, where we
sleep, to the apartment or house
in which we live, leading to the
characteristics of the public
realm where talk about new
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ways to live public spaces. The
new Public Realm can become
an active (rather than passive)
infrastructure to support popup temporary venues, retail
kiosks, and a vital agent in a
resilient infrastructure.
The
digital shadows, digital beach,
the hyper-connected parks,
the fourth digital dimension
(VR / AR / MR integrated into
everyday life) requires thinking
and determining new paths for
action. Walkability is the DNA of
the place where we want to live
and to be. This is the right place to

experiment these new solutions
and therefore to export to the
rest of the world. In my “previous
working life” I had the chance
to work together with great
leaders in Europe and Russia
that fostered those principles
of proximity, hyperconnectivity
and human scale districts,
that boosted cities economies
by urban regeneration micro
projects. It was a great success.
Now, Saudi is ready to be at the
forefront of experimenting the
next generation of cities: the
ones for our children.

such an ambitious, difficult and
long-term project such as 2030
vision? I deeply thing that we
need ground-breaking visionary
leaders to guide us to new urban
and technological solutions.
The high-rise water level
phenomenon that characterizes
the Antropocene era, affects
the whole world: Miami, when
it is flooded, almost runs out of
potable water because of the
high phreatic level.

What are the greatest
challenges Saudi Arabia
faces to fulfil its Mega Deal
infrastructure planning
objectives?

What climate considerations in
Urban identity are you seeing
in the sector that you believe
establishes the Saudi 2030
vision.

To me, the biggest challenges
that Saudi Arabia is facing is in
terms of infrastructure and to
create a new model of the next
generation of infrastructure that
is future-proof.

The world around us has never
been more challenging and
fragile. Is this the right time
to invest many resources on

The heath effect creates
problems of drought and
therefore agriculture is affected.
Can we produce food with a drop
of water? Can we have cities
with productive green? Can we
build carbon negative cities?
Can we densify the territory by
occupying a small percentage
of it? These, to me, are the big
challenges that triggered me to
live and work in Saudi Arabia.

The population density in
Saudi Arabia is 16 per Km² (42
people per mi²), which is very
low compared to the nations
in the rest of the world and, if
its inspiration is to become an
attractive land for new business
model ( tourism, healthcare,
food, mobility, digital technology,
liveability etc..), this country has
to be capable to build up from
green field smart infrastructure
that will connect physically and
digitally the territory to engage
people from any sector and any
part of the world.
The added value for Saudi
Arabia is that it will undoubtedly
become the most attractive and
liveable urban environment in
the world.
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What are your top 3 preferences
to see in the Kingdom?
•
•
•

Alula
Aqaba Coast
Masjid al -Haram

We have recently been further
inspired by “The Line”. This
is a huge transformation for
everybody when we think of
urban planning. What aspects
of planning in Saudi Arabia do
you believe will the rest of the
world adopt?
To me the planning strategy
that lays behind the Line is the
defining a future proof urban
development
model
based
on the below set of planning
principles to:
• Develop inclusive
communities, bridging
private and public space
• Implement smart design,
merging physical and digital

•
•
•

world
Use disruptive technologies,
blurring real life and virtual
reality experiences
Self-sufficient
neighbourhoods with shared
assets systems
Smart technologies and
automation to make
people’s life easier and more
convenient

•

•

Live in a walkable neighbour,
with proximity of services
but at the same time being
hyper- connected.
Safe communities
connected by seamless
mobility system

As I said before, these are the
planning principles that should
be common principles for each
city in the world. The city is like
an organism, made by tissues
(different layers) that have to coexist in the most collaborative
way because there is always the
same final user: the citizen
Climate change is at the
forefront of the global agenda.
What areas of Saudi Arabia will
need the greatest attention to
fulfil a Zero Carbon footprint?
I would say probably the biggest
metropolis, Riyadh, has a
population of almost 8 million
people with 3,900 people living
per square kilometre, which is
extremely low. Just to give an
example, Hong Kong has double
this density.
The sprawl effect doesn’t help
the Zero Carbon Footprint.
Riyadh now-a-days is a city
under full transformation: Riyadh
green project, the environmental
rehabilitation of the wadis and
King Salman Park are examples
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of huge urban regeneration
projects that will help to cope
with carbon footprint emissions.
His Royal Highness the Crown
Prince has been visionary in the
Saudi Arabian Mega Projects.
How many years ahead of the
rest of the world do you think
his vision brings the Kingdom?
I think that His Royal Highness
is one of the few leaders in this
world that now-a-days has a
strong vision of the future, as
well the capacities in terms of
energy and resources. To tell
the true, giving the vision of a
Country should be the role of
each leader, in order to boost
the economy and to keep the
attractiveness of work and life.
Unfortunately, for a while the
world is missing such leadership
figures, and due to the economic
crisis that hit the world over the
last decade and the pandemic
period that we are all facing,
it’s even more challenging to
promote such strong visions that
imply all sectors at the same time:
mobility, cities, technologies
liveability, productivity etc…

So to me is not understanding
whether Saudi Arabia Vision
2030 is 10 years ahead of
the rest of the world – just to
mention a number – but to me
what is relevant is to have such
a bright vision and courage
to undertake it and make it
possible. “Proyectare” in latin
means literally “to plan, ahead
through to something”:

This is the work that a planner and
architect as me should be doing
every day; And Architecture and
Urban Planning is the reflection
of the society that we live in, as
well the mirror of leaders’ vision
and duty: think ahead, plan the
future.

The Interview is conducted on
behalf of REC Newsletter by

Andrew has spent 30 years in
deployment of infrastructure
around the globe (starting in
Saudi Arabia 25 years ago) within
Operations & Technical Senior
Management roles. He has
rolled out constructed networks
in
emerging
and
mature
markets, offering business &
programme leadership with
specific Director/C level skills in
large international business with
budgets up to US$1.8Billion.
He has a balanced, and
entrepreneurial approach, with
an excellent track record leading
international business.

ANDREW LIPPETT
GENERAL MANAGER
MAXWELL STAMP KSA

Thank you Dr. Giovanna
Carnevali for accepting our
interview.
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WHO ARE WE
As a world-leading international
economics consultancy, we have
over 60 years of experience in
providing international clients
with highly effective solutions
to a diverse range of problems.

Our objective
To improve every client’s world
using the rigorous disciplines
of economics. Rigorous but not
rigid. Because virtually every
one of our diverse projects
comes with its own specific
requirements, priorities, and
personal relationships

SME Mentoring &
IMPLEMENTATION
Al Hayat Center, Olaya Riyadh 11471
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Smart & Digital
INNOVATIONS
+966 11 200 6255

Regional Economic
Planning & Modelling
info@msksa.sa

www.msksa.com

#MSKSA

CUSTOMER PAGES

SAUDI CERAMIC.
WELCOME TO SCC WORLD.
A WORLDTHATNEVERSTOPS
EVOLVING
Saudi Ceramic Company is
a leading provider of quality
building solutions that includes
various types of ceramic products
(ceramic tiles, porcelain tiles,
sanitary wares and accessories),
electric water heaters, bathroom
fittings, including baths, shower
trays, mirrors and mixers. Other
products
include
plastics,
red bricks and ready-made
bathrooms (Pods).
With over 42 years’ experience,
the Company has gained a
well-deserved reputation for
manufacturing quality with high
standards both nationally and
internationally.
The company has its own R&D
department, that works in order
to detect the future needs and
to create new processes and
products. The implementation
of new raw materials; new
colours, textures and finishes;
technologies that reduce the
production costs of the new
inkjet systems are part of
the tasks performed by our

Innovation team.
OUR INNOVATIVE AND
VARIED PORTFOLIO MEETS
YOUR NEEDS
Thanks to the latest technologies,
constant Research & Development
and a customer results-driven
culture, Saudi Ceramic Company
is in a leading position in the
world of ceramic manufacturing.
Saudi Ceramic Company offers:
• Ceramic and Porcelain Tiles
• Decorative Tiles and Tile
Accessories
• Sanitary Wares
• A wide range of Bathroom
Accessories
• Electric Water Heaters
Ceramic Road Markers
• Plastics and Acrylics
• Red Bricks
• Industrial Minerals
• Ready manufactured
bathrooms
OUR EXPERIENCE WITH
SAUDI BUILD
For the past 15 years, Saudi
Ceramics takes pride in being
a consecutive exhibitor in
Saudi Build. Considered one of
the most prestigious building

material trade shows in the
Kingdom, we showcase our new
range of products and introduce
them to local and international
customers, distributors, and
professionals. The top-notch
experience from the professional
organizers is very welcoming that
bodes well for our participation.
Our stand location is treated with
priority, being one of the largest
participating Saudi Companies.
The procedures are very
systematic, from initial planning,
up to the last day of conclusion.
It allows us to be in the best place
possible within the exhibition
hall and is usually visited initially
by the show’s guest of honor.
Our company is more than ready
to move past the challenging
year and continue this rewarding
relationship
through
our
continued participation.
P.O. Box 3893 Riyadh 11481,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Phone
Whatsapp: 920011124
info@saudiceramics.com
www.saudiceramics.com/en
Social media:
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JAZEERA PAINTS
azeera Paints, established in
Riyadh in 1979, has secured
its place as one of the leading
paints’ manufacturers in the
Middle East, manufacturing
and exporting high quality, Ecofriendly paints.
Since the establishment of our
operations, we have steadily
grown our production capacity
to reach 400,000 tons annually,
with more than 650 showrooms
showcasing our products.
We are the first paints manufacturer
operating outside the USA to
be labelled with the (Green
Seal and intertek) for our Ecofriendly paint products, in
accordance with the Leadership
in Energy & Environment Design
(LEED) requirements. Moreover,
our firedamp paint products
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received the Exova Warrington
fire certificate. All our operations
implement ISO management
systems and are OSHAS 18001,
ISO 14001 and ISO 9001
certified.
We remain steadfast in keeping
our promise of commitment to
quality and innovation in the
manufacturing all our products,
and we are committed to a
high level of professionalism,
excellence to reach the highest
international standards.
OUR PRODUCTS
Our products range include more
than 300 different products,
covering Architectural Paints,
Wood Paints, Road Marking
Paints, Insulation Paints, Floor
Coatings, Protective Coatings,
Tank Lining Coatings, Dry Mortar

Materials, Marine Coatings, Coil
Coatings, Protective Coating,
Fire Resistant Paint and among
others.
These products are carefully
designed to meet all our customers’
needs and requirements.
Lately we have launched
exceptional products which were
beneficial to all our stakeholders,
including but not limited to:
•

Introducing
innovative
products which were much
celebrated by our clients;
including our whiteboard
paint “Notes”, our “Magnetic”
paint, and our odourless
interior matt paint “Novel
Charm”, stain resistant, and
washable, along with our
exterior products which
resist the various harsh

•

•

weather conditions of the
Middle East including our
“Maxim Group” paint, which
are self-priming, resist dust,
dirt, and acid rain, and reflect
sunlight to reduce indoor
heat.
Introducing unique and
attractive decorative paints
that come on top of it
“concrete effect” paint, it is
a cementitious decorative
topcoat designed to give
interior surfaces a modern
concrete look that adds a
luxurious feel to the place.
In addition to other products
such as ( “Stannic”, “Elora”,
”Tourmaline”, ”Corium”) and
more.
Introducing
revolutionary
products that will change
the view on modern flooring,
combining strong durable
epoxy flooring with a unique
look that you can dream of.
From durable epoxy floorings
paints
(“3d
Flooring”,
“Ropoxy clear”, “Ropoxy”) and
high performance polymer
additives (“Groutex”) , to
projects that will spark
your creativity in making
unlimited artworks, from

elegant modern furniture
to decorative accessories
(“Crystal Resin”).
We appreciate colors and know
that with the variety of hues and
shades, each color has value and
meaning, so we sail in a world of
colors and place in our clients’
hands more than 2,000 different
colors, assorted into elegant and
inspiring collections.

OUR EXPERIENCE AT SAUDI
BUILD
Jazeera Paint is a regular
exhibitor to Saudi Build with 10
years of magnificent experience.
Saudi Build is an international
professional gathering attracting
valuable exhibitors and visitors,
during which we have always met
with decisions-makers, launched

new
products,
developed
new trade opportunities and
networked
with
important
professionals of the building and
construction sector from Saudi
Arabia, the Middle East and
beyond
We acknowledge the seriousness
and the professionalism of the
organization and recognize
permanent efforts of the
organizers to satisfy exhibitors.
Jazeera Paint is ready for the
next edition of Saudi Build,
during which we will showcase
our latest products.
CONTACT US
Address: PO Box: 1900 Khamis
Mushait, 61961 KSA.
Tel. : 920000085
Fax: +966172382728
Email: help@jazeerapaints.com
Website: www.jazeerapaints.com
Social Media:
		

JPaintsKSA

jazeerapaints
Jazeera Paints Factory

UFI PAGES

UFI Global Exhibition

Barometer

In line with Global
UFI’s objective
to provide vital data and best
Africa
practices to theSouthern
entire
exhibition
industry, the Global
Association
MACEO S
United Kingdom
of the Exhibition Industry,
SpainJanuary 2021,
released on 26
the latest edition
of its flagship
Peru
Global Barometer research,
Central &
which takes the
pulse of the
South America
industry.
Font : Proxima Nova Alt

Font : Proxima Nova Alt

South Korea

The results of
the research
Mexico
highlight the severe impact of
the COVID-19Indonesia
pandemic on the
exhibition industry worldwide,
Australia
in 2020. There are also positive
signs regardingIndia
a quick recovery
in 2021. Globally, between April
and August 2020, more than
half of all companies reported no
activity. This situation changed
from September, when the
majority of companies declared
some operations, at reduced
levels for most. Looking ahead
to 2021, the share of companies
expecting a return to “normal”
activity is expected to grow from
10% in January to 37% in June.
These results vary depending on
region, and are primarily driven
by the “re-opening date” of
exhibitions. In all regions, most
companies expect both local
and national exhibitions to reopen by the end of June 2021,
with international exhibitions
resuming in the second half of
the year. Company operations
also include, while face-to-face
events are not possible, working
into the development of digital

Japan When
solutions.
asked what
element would most help with
Macau
the “bounce
back” of exhibitions,
the majority
of companies,
Malaysia
ranked “readiness of exhibiting
Russian Federation
companies
and visitors to
participate
again” (64%), “lift of
Singapore
current travel restrictions” (63%)
and “liftUSof current public policies
that apply locally to exhibitions”
Thailand
(52%) as
key factors.
Brazil

OVERALL:
France
• 44%
of companies benefitted
from some level of public
financial support; for the
majority this related to less
than 10% of their overall
2019 costs.
• 54% of companies had to
reduce their workforce, with
half of these by more than
25%.
• 10% of companies will have
to consider permanently
ceasing operations if there
are no events for the next six
months.
As expected, the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the
business is considered the most
important business issue (stated
by 29% of companies, a 2%
increase on six months ago). The
“impact of digitalisation” (11%)
and “competition with other
media” (7%) have also increased
(+1% and +2% respectively),
while the “state of the economy
in the home market” (19%) and
“global economic developments”
(16%) have decreased, but

26th Edition

Report based on the results of a survey
concluded in January 2021

remain amongst the top three
concerns.
In terms of future exhibition
formats, global results indicate
that 64% (compared to 57% six
months ago) are confident that
“COVID-19 confirms the value of
face-to-face events”, indicating
an expectation that the sector
will bounce back quickly.
“The message from the global
industry is clear: quite simply,
2020 was horrible. The pandemic
stopped most activities around
the world for several months,
and, globally, our industry’s
revenue dropped by almost
three quarters. But, as the
Global Barometer shows, 2021
should see a significant bounce
back, with global revenues
expected to double, pending
markets re-opening and clarity
on regulations. We will ‘build
back’ even better, and while the
industry will remain, primarily, a
face-to-face marketing channel,
digital offers will evolve with new
patterns,” says Kai Hattendorf,
UFI Managing Director and CEO.
SIZE AND SCOPE
This latest edition of UFI’s biannual industry survey was
concluded in December 2020,
and includes data from 457
companies in 64 countries and
regions.
The study also includes outlooks
and analysis for 24 countries and
regions – Argentina, Australia,
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Brazil, China, Colombia, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Italy,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru,
Russia, Singapore, South Africa,
South Korea, Spain, Thailand,
Turkey, the UAE, the UK and the
US – as well as an additional five
aggregated regional zones.
“We
sincerely
thank
all
companies who took part in
this study. The results from 29
markets and regions provide
strong insights for assessing
both the impact of the crisis and
future perspectives. We also
welcome AFEP and UNIMEV,
who partnered with us for this
edition, resulting in our first
ever specific country profiles for
Peru and France,” says Christian
Druart, UFI Research Manager.
OPERATIONS SINCE 2020 –
REOPENING EXHIBITIONS
Results show that the periods
when most companies reported
“no activity” in 2020 were
limited to March-June for the
Asia-Pacific region, April-June
for North America, and AprilSeptember for Central and South
America and the Middle East and
Africa. In Europe, there was an
initial period of inactivity in AprilAugust, followed by another
period in November-December.
TURNOVER – OPERATING
PROFITS
Regional results indicate that:
• The revenue drop for
2020 was the highest for
companies in Central and
South America and the
Middle East and Africa
(which respectively only
achieved 23% and 24%
of 2019 revenue levels).
Companies in the AsiaPacific region (27% of 2019
levels), Europe (32% of 2019
levels) and North America
(36% of 2019 levels) are at
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or above global averages.
The 2021 perspectives are
rather similar for all regions:
who are expecting to achieve
between 32% and 37% of
last year’s revenue for H12021, and between 55%
and 60% for all of 2021.
•

In terms of profits, the share
of companies who faced a
loss for 2020 varies from
47% in the Asia Pacific region
and Europe, to 50% in North
America, 58% in the Middle
East and Africa, and 64% in
Central and South America.

PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT
– WORKFORCE AND
PERSPECTIVES
Regional results indicate that:
• The number of companies
receiving public financial
support is higher in Europe
(54% of companies) and
the
Asia-Pacific
region
(53%), than in Central
and South America (35%),
North America (31%) and
the Middle East and Africa
(13%).
• The share of companies
forced to reduce their
workforce is higher in the
Middle East and Africa
(73% of companies), North
America (61%) and Central
and South America (56%),
than in Europe (52%) and the
Asia-Pacific region (49%).

•

The proportion of companies
believing they will need to
close if business doesn’t
resume within the next six
months varies from 5% in
North America, to 6% in the
Asia-Pacific region, 10% in
Central and South America,
14% in Europe and 17% in
the Middle East and Africa,
while the proportion of
companies who believe they
will cope ranges from 26% in
Europe to 40% in the AsiaPacific region.

FUTURE EXHIBITION
FORMATS
The report also highlights two
significant regional differences
in relation to possible trends
driving the future format of
exhibitions:
The claim “COVID-19 confirms
the value of face-to-face events”
was more widely agreed with in
the Middle East and Africa (70%
of companies), the Asia-Pacific
region (69%) and Europe (67%),
than in North America (55%)
and Central and South America
(53%).
While, there were stronger
opposing views for the claim
“virtual events replacing physical
events”, with 74% of companies
in Europe disagreeing, compared
to just 57% of companies from
North America.

UFI SUPPORTS
THE ASSOCIATION OF GERMAN TRADE FAIR INDUSTRY
Since May 2020, the German
government officially excluded
exhibitions from the category of
“mass gatherings,” giving states
the authority to move forward
with trade shows. Little has been
done in 10 months to turn that
decision into a reality nationwide,
including the creation of
universal safety standards for
fairs held in Germany.
In an official statement, the
Association of the German Trade
Fair Industry (AUMA) pointed
out that the recent opening up
of the retail sector should also
mean that trade fairs should be
permitted because they have
similar business processes and
physical layouts. In addition,
trade fairs help stimulate
economic activity in the retail
industry. Accordingly, the trade
fair industry in Germany has
united in demanding immediate
attention from the government
so that they can get back to
business.
“Trade fairs are instruments for
initiating business, presenting
innovations and negotiating
cooperation,” said Philip Harting,
Chairman of AUMA. “This is

especially true for small- and
medium-sized
companies,
the backbone of the German
economy. These companies
in particular have suffered
considerable economic losses
due to cancellations.”
Kai Hattendorf, CEO of UFI,
the Global Association of
the Exhibition Industry, says
the German government has
prolonged
the
pandemicenforced coma of the German
trade show industry, not offering
any perspective for a timeline
toward reopening. “This leaves
Europe’s
largest
exhibition
market in the dark until at
least March 22, when events
may be on the agenda of the
next scheduled government
meeting. Citing the lead times
for exhibitions, German industry
experts are no longer expecting
relevant trade show business to
take place in the first half of the
year,” he said.
“We support AUMA and our
German members’ efforts to
reactive the exhibition industry
as soon as possible and urge
the German government to take
positive steps,” Hattendorf said.

Recent happenings throughout
the rest of Europe can serve as a
model. “Across Europe, national
governments are following a
variety of approaches toward
exhibitions and business events,”
said Nick Dugdale-Moore, UFI’s
Regional Director Europe. He
added that Russia has been
successfully hosting exhibitions
and business events since
the beginning of the year. In
Spain, the national government
has committed to supporting
Madrid-based FITUR in May,
and ISE and MWC confirmed
that they will go ahead as inperson events in the 2nd quarter
in Barcelona.
“British show organizers report
strong signups for shows after
the summer since the U.K.
government issued a plan that
gives guidance for large-scale
events to resume after June
21, given that certain pandemic
milestones have been met,”
said Dugdale-Moore. He added
as well that “in Holland, the
industry is working closely
with the authorities there to
ensure a speedy return, having
successfully completed two pilot
events in the past weeks.”

SAVE THE DATE
APPROVED INTERNATIONAL EVENT

The 18th International Plastics and
Petrochemicals Trade Exhibitions

Progressing Towards
A Sustainable and
Powered Future

21–24
FEBRUARY 2022
Riyadh International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Riyadh - Saudi Arabia

Held Concurrently:

The 18th International Trade Exhibition for
Printing & Packaging Technologies

Organized by:

920024020

www.recexpo.com

MEET YOU THERE …

THE SAUDI BUILD INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE

Conference Day 2

Conference Day 1

From 16-17 November 2021,
an international conference will
be taking place within the frame
of SAUDI BUILD 2021, bringing
together policy and decisionsmakers, top officials, managers,
investors, experts, engineers,
researchers,
scientists,
and
scholar students to exchange and
share their visions, new ideas, and
research results about all aspects
of modern building, up-to-date
infrastructures engineering. It
will be an exclusive opportunity
to discuss practical challenges

of the building and construction
industry in Saudi Arabia and the
Middle East.
The Conference objectives are:
• To promote fruitful debates
on the Kingdom’s building
development plan and
strategies;
• To provide the most
appropriate gathering for
technical, scientific and legal
discussions related to the
building and construction
industry;
• To brainstorm future

•
•
•

innovation in city, key
infrastructures and logistics
development;
To encourage deliberation
addressing technology
transfer;
To support the concept and
practice of experience and
knowledge sharing;
To participate in
strengthening the skills and
reinforcing the capacity of
building and construction
of local professionals and
investors.

The keynote address
Discussions Panel 1
Mega Construction Projects in Saudi Arabia: Market Synopsis
Discussions Panel 2
QSHE (Quality, Safety, Health and Environment) in Building and
Infrastructures: The Smart City Concept
Presentations Panel 1
Construction Inspection and Certification: from Safety to Total Quality
The Lecture
Discussions Panel 3
The Saudi Building Code: up-to-date regulations
Discussions Panel 4
Residential house Energy Consumption: Towards resilient, affordable
and energy efficiency
Presentations Panel 2
Leading architectural acumen and innovation: The new frontier of
construction engineering
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INDOOR INFO
INTENSIVE PREPARATION FOR A MOMENTOUS ORGANIZATION OF

Within its efforts

SAUDI AGRICULTURE

and
commitment to present one of
the most successful editions of
the Saudi Agriculture Exhibition,
the Saudi Agriculture team met
with the Agriculture National
Committee chaired by
Dr. Ibrahim Alturki to discuss
the challenges and opportunities
ahead, which can be utilized in
the favor of the show.

The meeting was held on February
3rd, 2021 at the Riyadh Chamber
of Commerce headquarters
and focused on evaluating the
countries which are of most
interest for importing and
exporting in the agriculture
sector to set strategies and goals
to increase their presence and
participation to the 39th edition
of the show taking place from
18th to 21st October 2021 at the
Riyadh International Convention
and Exhibition Center. In addition,
Riyadh Exhibitions Company
presented their vision for the
innovation, technologies, and
new initiatives to be included
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as a part of Saudi Agriculture
Exhibition 2021.
Furthermore, technical and scientific
aspects of the Conference which
will take place within the frame
of the exhibition was discussed.
Topics of panels and suggested
speakers’ profiles were agreed
upon.
impressed
by
the
presentation, the Agriculture
Committee promised the full
support to organize a Worldclass conference.

provides a trusted platform for
technology pathfinders from
around the world to spearhead
new
approaches
to
the
industry providing investment
opportunities, products, and
solutions for our attendees.
Other areas of the exhibition
focus on agricultural innovation,
farming, bee-hiving, livestock
and sustainable green houses.
Together we can revolutionize
the future of farming and
continue, with nearly 40 years of
experience as a respected event,
certifying the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia as a major player in the
Agricultural sector.
This established exhibition
provides an additional gateway
to concurrent events:
SAUDI AQUACULTURE, SAUDI
AGROFOOD, SAUDI FOOD
PACK and SAUDI ORGANIC
FOOD;
all events will run simultaneously
at the capital’s leading exhibition
venue.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
FOR EDUCATION IN PERSPECTIVES

ICEE 2021

اﻟﻤﺆﺗﻤﺮ و اﻟﻤﻌﺮض اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ

THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
& E X H I B I T I O N F O R E D U CAT I O N

On 13TH January 2021,

a technical meeting was organized
in the Ministry of Education (MoE)
to reschedule the agenda of the
next edition of the International
Conference & Exhibition for
Education (ICEE. The delegation
from REC was led by Mr. Hani
Habib, Project Manager.
The convening of the International
Conference & Exhibition for
Education (ICEE) comes in
response to one of the important
axes of the education sector,
which is the Empowerment
of People. It is one of the top

priorities of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia today, especially
considering the tremendous
development witnessed by the
Kingdom on more than one level,
which involves enhancement
of the national workforce
scientific capabilities to enrich
the sustainability and continuity
of the development process and
growth.
Education in the developed
world begins with children from a
young age, taking new forms that
start from philosophical, social,
and psychological foundations
of education, as well as from real
facts and future requirements,
with a focus on communication
skills, critical thinking, problem
solving, creative thinking, selflearning, and lifelong learning.
In our present era we all live
in one small village in a world
governed by the principle of

change and is characterized by
speed. The school, students,
teachers, university, faculty, and
educational institutions all live
in the same conditions, and are
subject to the same challenges,
and thus they are affected by
changes of socio-economic
events
and
technological
innovation. In this distinct
education, the contribution
of qualified and competent
teachers appears to be great and
significant in improving attitudes
and tendencies, developing
skills and talents, supporting
a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship,
working
successfully with others, and
supporting them to raise the level
of human and environmental
quality of life, and actively
contributing to achieving the
community’s goal, with respect
and productivity.
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Through the organization of
ICEE, the Ministry of Education
(MoE) seeks to enhance
its vision of “distinguished
education to build a globally
competitive knowledge society”,
and to achieve its mission of
“providing an opportunity for
education to all in an appropriate
educational
environment.”
MoE looks forward to making
this International Conference
& Exhibition one of the most
prominent specialized events,
creating a global framework
for communication, exchanging
experiences,
enriching
them with the experiences
of
developed
countries,
establishing cooperation, and
strong partnerships to build a
knowledge society.
The event will bring together
world-famous
education
institutions, under one roof
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with their local counterparts, to
contribute to the development
of education in the Kingdom,
and to create an educational
environment that transcends
borders to new horizons of global
cooperation, and to establish
solid relationships with the most
famous educational institutions
and bodies in the World to
achieve one common goal which

is to empower people.
From this main goal, a set of
education related goals in the
Kingdom will emerges as follows:
• Contributing
to
the
consolidation of the 2030
Kingdom’s Vision, considering
the Kingdom as the hub for
connecting three continents,
and affirming its role as an
effective force in civilization,

science, and human progress.
• Reviewing
opportunities
to develop education in
the Kingdom, investing in
its potential, and building
its human resources since
childhood.
• Exchanging experiences and
expertise that reflect the
desire to develop and attain
globalization.

• Enhancing
opportunities
of local and international
participants in providing
education and investing in it.
• Introducing
investment
incentives
in
education
and attracting local and
international opportunities.
• Facing
the
challenges
hindering education in the
Kingdom
and
providing
solutions that contribute
to raising the level of its
output and efficiency of its
institutions, in accordance
with
international
standards and indicators of
measurement and evaluation.
ICEE, which is co-organized by
MoE and Riyadh Exhibitions
Company, has been rescheduled
for 10 - 13 October 2021,
with a particular consideration
to further development of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The next
edition will provide a platform
to showcase new trends,
modern information, and current
applications in the field of
teaching and learning, including
introduction of the digital system
in curricula, distance learning
and other topics that enrich the
Kingdom’s experiences starting
from
kindergarten
schools,
elementary classes and to the
highest levels of education.

MESSAGE FROM MAXWELL STAMP KSA
We are witnessing together with the
population of Saudi Arabia huge economic
reforms driven around the Vision 2030 and its
initiatives. Led by His Majesty Crown Prince
Mohammed this is opening Saudi Arabia to a
prosperous and empowered future.
“Nothing is more inspiring than to see the
nation’s youth take hold of their destiny and
join a prolific economic ecosystem”
Andrew Lippett
General Manager
• At Maxwell Stamp KSA we are harmonized to Vision 2030.
• We are driven to maximize our team of Millennial’s careers
Al Hayat Center, Olaya Riyadh 11471

+966 11 200 6255

info@msksa.sa

www.msksa.com
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SAVE THE DATE...
Under the Patronage of

The 39th Int’l. Agriculture, Aquaculture & Agro-Industry Show

AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION
REVOLUTIONIZING THE FUTURE
OF FARMING

18-21 OCTOBER 2021
Riyadh International Convention and
Exhibition Center

3 Easy Ways to contact us:
Diamond Sponsor

920024020

agri@recexpo.com

www.saudi-agriculture.com

Held Concurrently With

The 27th International Trade Show for
Food Products, Ingrdients & Technologies

Strategic Organic Partner

The 10th International Trade Show
for Food Processing and Packaging

Research Partner

Official Magazine

Licensed by

Organizer

www.recexp o .co m

The 4th International Trade Show
for Aquaculture

Supporting Partner

